
 
 

 

IN THE COURT OF ADDITIONAL SESSIONS JUDGE :::::: BILASIPARA 

Present:-    Shri J. Borah, A.J.S 

Additional Sessions Judge,  

Bilasipara 

 

Sessions Case No- 05 of 2018 

u/s 457/324/307 Indian Penal Code 

State of Assam 

-Vs- 

   Sokman Ali 

            ……. accused person 

Date of framing charge :-  11-05-2018 

Date of recording evidence :-  02-08-2018 

      15-09-2018 

     09-11-2018 

     02-01-2019 

     14-06-2019 

         

Date of Argument  :- 26-07-2019 

      09-08-2019    

Date of Judgment  :- 19-08-2019 

     26-08-2019 

Advocates Appeared:  

For the State of Assam :-   Mr. T. Kr. Bhattacharya, Ld. Addl. P.P 

         for the State of Assam 

For the defence  :-  Mr. G. C. Nath, 

          Ld. Advocate for the accused. 
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J U D G M E N T 

1. The prosecution case, in brief, is that Azadul Hoque, the informant 

lodged an ejahar with the Raniganj police out post on 04-03-2014 informing 

that on 03-03-2014 at about 04.00 A.M the accused Sokman Ali entered in 

the house of Hamidul Hoque, the informant’s brother, by breaking the door 

of his house. The accused Sokman Ali, then, stabbed Hamidul Hoque with a 

sharp weapon ‘khapar’ and caused grievous hurt to him. The accused 

attempted to cause Hamidul Hoque’s murder.  

  So, the informant prayed for taking necessary action against the 

accused Sokman Ali.  

2. The Raniganj police out post received the ejahar vide GDE no. 36 

dated 04-03-2014 and forwarded to the Sapatgram police station. The 

Sapatgram police station received the ejahar and registered as Sapatgram 

police station case no. 36/2014 u/s 457/326/307 Indian Penal Code, I.P.C in 

short. The case was investigated and having found prima facie u/s 

457/326/307 I.P.C against the accused Sokman Ali, prepared the charge 

sheet and laid the same before the court for trial. 

3. The accused Sokman Ali appeared in the court of the Sub-Divisional 

Judicial Magistrate (M), Bilasipara and he was furnished copy. Learned Sub-

Divisional Judicial Magistrate (M), Bilasipara having found the case u/s 

457/326/307 I.P.C which is triable exclusively by the court of Sessions, 

committed to the court of Sessions Judge, Dhubri. 

4. The Hon’ble Sessions Judge, Dhubri received the case and 

transferred to this court for trial.   

5. The accused Sokman Ali, hereinafter called the accused, appeared in 

this case. Charge was framed u/s 457/324/307 I.P.C against the accused. 

The charge was read over and explained to the accused to which he pleaded 

not guilty and claimed to be tried.  

6. The prosecution, in order to bring home the charges against the 

accused, examined 9 ( nine) witnesses, namely- 

1. Azadul Hoque    P.W-1 

2. Helena Bewa    P.W-2 

3. Mansuma Begum @ Tansuma Begum P.W-3 

4. Md. Aktar Hussain   P.W-4 
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5. Atowar Rahman    P.W-5 

6. Azad Hussain    P.W-6 

7. Dr. Rabial Hoque   P.W-7 

8. Lanko Roy    P.W-8  

9. Hamidul Hoque    C.W-1     

7. The accused was examined u/s 313 Cr.P.C and his statement was 

recorded where he denied all allegations levelled against him in the evidence 

adduced by the prosecution witnesses and also declined to adduce evidence 

in defence.  

8. Heard argument for both sides. 

 

9.           POINTS FOR DETERMINATION   

i. Whether accused on 04-03-2014 at about 04.00 A.M at village 

Baghmari under Sapatgram police station, committed lurking 

house trespass by night by entering into the building in the 

possession of informant’s brother which is used as human 

dwelling, after the hour of sunset and before the hour of sunrise, 

in order to assault Hamidul Hoque? 

ii. Whether accused on 04-03-2014 at about 04.00 A.M at village 

Baghmari under Sapatgram police station, voluntarily caused hurt 

to Hamidul Hoque by a dagger (khapar) which is an instrument for 

stabbing?  

iii.  Whether accused on 04-03-2014 at about 04.00 A.M at village 

Baghmari under Sapatgram police station did an act causing hurt 

to Hamidul Hoque by a dagger ( khapar) which is an instrument 

for stabbing with such intention or knowledge and under 

circumstances that by that act accused had caused death of 

Hamidul Hoque?  

 

DECISION AND REASONS THERE OF 

10. Now let’s see the evidence available on record. 

  P.W-1 Azadul Hoque has stated in his evidence that he is the 

informant in this case. The occurrence took place 3/4 years ago (from the 

date of adducing his evidence on 02-08-2018). On the night of occurrence at 

about 02.00/02.30 he heard cries towards the house of Hamidul Hoque.  He 
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went there and entering into the house of Hamidul Hoque, he saw the 

accused to stab Hamidul Hoque with a sharp weapon ‘khapar’. The accused 

repeatedly stabbed Hamidul Hoque 3/4 times. He raised hue and cry and the 

accused ran away. He called his maternal uncle Atowar. Atowar arrived 

there. Hamidul Hoque was taken to Raniganj Primary Health Centre. 

Thereafter, he was shifted to Bilasipara hospital and then to Dhubri hospital. 

He lodged the ejahar with the Raniganj police out post, Ext-1 is the said 

ejahar. 

  In his cross P.W-1 has stated that no neighbour went to the place of 

occurrence. Hamidul suffered mental disease 7/8 years ago. He is now 

cured. While he was suffering mental disease, he caused injury to Atowar 

Rahman and the wife of the accused. P.W-1 declined to deposed false 

evidence.  

11. P.W-2 Helena Bewa has stated in her evidence that the occurrence 

took place 4 years ago (from the date of adducing his evidence on 02-08-

2018). The accused entered into the house of Hamidul Hoque and stabbed 

him with a sharp weapon ‘khapar’. She heard hue and cry towards the house 

of Hamidul Hoque and went there. She saw the accused to stab Hamidul 

Hoque. The accused ran away after causing injury to Hamidul Hoque. Blood 

oozed from the injuries of Hamidul. Injured Hamidul was taken to the 

Bilasipara Civil hospital and thereafter he was shifted to Dhubri Civil Hospital. 

  In his cross P.W-2 has denied that she did not see the occurrence. At 

the time of occurrence Hamidul was not suffering from mental disease. 

Hamidul attacked Atowar with a dagger and he also attacked the wife of the 

accused with a spade. The occurrence took place at about 02.00/02.30 at 

night. There was dark. She denied that she was sleeping at the time of 

occurrence. 

12. P.W-3 Mansuma Begum @ Tansuma Begum has stated in her 

evidence that the occurrence took place 4 years ago (from the date of 

adducing her evidence on 02-08-2018). Her house is adjacent to the hosue 

of Hamidul Hoque. She heard hue and cry towards the house of Hamidul and 

accordingly she went there. She saw the accused to stab Hamidul Hoque. 

When the accused saw, then he ran away. Hamidul Hoque was taken to 

Raniganj hospital and then he was taken to Dhubri Civil Hospital.  
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  In her cross P.W-3 denied that she did not see to stab Hamidul 

Hoque. Hamidul suffered from mental disease many years ago and during 

his suffering he attacked the wife of the accused. There was dispute 

between the family of the accused and their (P.W-3’s) family. 

13. P.W-4 Md. Aktar Hussain has stated in his evidence that the accused 

is his elder brother. The informant Azadul and Hamidul Hoque are his cousin. 

The occurrence took place at about 12.00/01.00 at night. He heard hue and 

cry towards the house of Hamidul Hoque. He went there and saw altercation 

between the accused and Hamidul Hoque. He brought back the accused to 

his house. He saw Hamidul in injured condition.  

  In his cross P.W-4 has stated that at the time of occurrence, Hamidul 

was suffering from mental disease. He did not see if Hamidul inflicted 

himself the injuries sustained by him.   

14. P.W-5 Atowar Rahman has stated in his evidence that both informant 

and the injured are his nephew. The occurrence took place 3/4 years ago( 

from the date of adducing his evidence on 15-09-2018). He heard that the 

accused Sokman Ali entered into the house of Hamidul Hoque and stabbed 

him with a sharp weapon ‘khapar’. He went to the house of Hamidul Hoque 

and saw him in the state of injury. He saw three injuries on the body of 

Hamidul Hoque and the blood oozed thereof. Hamidul was sent to Dhubri 

Civil Hospital. 

  In his cross P.W-5 has stated that he reached the place of occurrence 

after half an hour. Hamidul suffered from mental disease and he was 

admitted to mental hospital at Tezpur. P.W-5 denied that Hamidul Islam 

inflicted the injury himself.   

15. P.W-6 Azad Hussain has stated in his evidence that he got 

information that there was scuffle between Hamidul Hoque and the accused. 

Hamidul Hoque sustained injury. Hamidul was admitted to Raniganj hospital. 

He went there and saw the injures on Hamidul Hoque. He did not ask 

Hamidul Hoque who inflicted the said injuries. 

  In his cross P.W-6 has stated that he did not visit the place of 

occurrence. Hamidul suffered mental disease 3/4 years ago.  

16. C.W-1 Hamidul Hoque has stated in his evidence that the occurrence 

took place 5/6 years ago (from the date of adducing his evidence on 02-01-

2019). On the night of occurrence he was sleeping at his own house. The  
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accused entered into his house by breaking the door. It was about 04.00 

A.M. The accused stabbed him on his left arm with a sharp weapon ‘khapar’. 

He sustained injury. He raised hue and cry. His mother and brother went to 

his room and at such the accused ran away. He was taken to Raniganj 

Hospital. Thereafter he was taken to Dhubri Civil Hospital. 

  In his cross C.W-1 has stated that he does not know the content of 

the ejahar. There was no enmity with the accused. He took treatment at 

Mental Hospital at Tezpur. He assaulted the wife of the accused with a 

spade. He also assaulted Atowar Rahman, his maternal uncle. He denied that 

the injury sustained by him were self-injuries. He denied that the accused 

did not inflict him with sharp weapon ‘khapar’. At the time of occurrence, it 

was dark. He denied that he could not identify the accused due to darkness. 

He denied that the accused did not enter into his hosue by breaking door.   

17. Thus, the evidence of P.W-1, P.W-2, P.W-3, P.W-4, P.W-5, P.W-6 and 

C.W-1 shows that C.W-1 Hamidul Hoque is the injured, who has categorically 

stated in his evidence that the accused entered into his house by breaking 

the door and assaulted him with a sharp weapon ‘khapar’ causing injury on 

his left arm. He sustained severe injury. He raised hue and cry and hearing it 

his mother and brother went to his room. 

  This evidence of C.W-1 remained untainted. The defence has failed 

to detract this evidence of C.W-1. The defence suggested some suggestions. 

But the said suggestions were sternly denied by C.W-1.      

18. P.W-2 Helena Bewa is the mother of C.W-1. According to P.W-2 on 

the night of occurrence, she heard hue and cry towards the house of 

Hamidul Hoque and saw the accused to assault Hamidul Hoque with 

‘khapar’. Blood oozed from the injury. The accused ran away from there 

when he saw her.  

  This evidence of P.W-2 remained intact. The defence failed to foil this 

evidence of P.W-2. The suggestion raised by the defence that Hamidul 

Hoque did not sustain injuries was vehemently denied by P.W-2.  

  Thus, the evidence of P.W-2 shows that the evidence of C.W-1 is 

supported by P.W-2, the mother of C.W-1.  

19. P.W-1 Azadul Hoque is the brother of C.W-1. According to P.W-1, 

when he heard hue and cry towards the house of Hamidul Hoque and saw 
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the accused to assault Hamidul Hoque with a ‘khapar’. Hamidul Hoque 

sustained injury.  

  This evidence of P.W-1 remained untainted by the defence. P.W-1 

denied the suggestion given by the defence. This evidence of P.W-1 

supports the evidence of C.W-1. The evidence of C.W-1 that his brother and 

mother went to his house hearing his hue and cry is supported by the 

evidence of P.W-1 and P.W-2. There found no gulf in their evidence. This 

corroborated evidence of P.W-1, P.W-2 and C.W-1 is convincing and free 

from all encumbrances.   

20. According to C.W-1, other neighbouring people also went to the place 

of occurrence. To authenticate this evidence of C.W-1 let’s see the evidence 

of other witnesses.   

21. P.W-3 Mansuma Begum @ Tansuma Begum is extreme neighbour to 

the house of Hamidul Hoque. She heard hue and cry towards the house of 

Hamidul and went there. She also claimed to see the accused to assault 

Hamidul Hoque.  

  The evidence of P.W-3 remained intact. The defence has failed to 

detract this evidence of P.W-3   

22. P.W-4 Aktar Hussain is the brother of the accused. He too adduced 

evidence that he saw quarrel between the accused and Hamidul. He, of 

course, refrained from deposing that the accused caused injury to Hamidul 

by assaulting him.    

23. P.W-5 Atowar Rahman reached the place of occurrence after 25 

minutes and he saw injury on Hamidul Hoque and got to know that the 

accused caused injury to him (CW-1).   

24. P.W-6 Azad Hussain did not visit the place of occurrence. He saw 

Hamidul Hoque at the hospital. So, the evidence of P.W-6 has little weigh.   

25. Thus, the evidence of P.W-3 and P.W-5 shows they visited the house 

of Hamidul Hoque and saw his injury. P.W-3 Mansuma Begum @ Tansuma 

Begum claimed to see the accused at the house of Hamidul. P.W-4, though 

he is the brother of accused, he stated that he saw the quarrel between 

accused and Hamidul.  P.W-5 and P.W-6 saw the injury of Hamidul Hoque.   

26. Thus, the evidence of C.W-1 that the villagers gathered at the place 

of occurrence is supported by P.W-3, P.W-4 and P.W-6.  

27. From the evidence of P.W-1, P.W-2, P.W-3, P.W-5 , P.W-6 and C.W-1  
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it appears that Hamidul Hoque sustained injury as a result of assault by the 

accused.  

  To authenticate the said evidence let us see the evidence of P.W-7 

Dr. Rabial Hoque, the Medical and Health Officer.   

28. Dr. Rabial Hoque has stated in his evidence that he examined 

Hamidul Hoque and found as follows: 

i. two fresh cut lacerated wound- 

a.) 2 cm X 1 cm X 1 cm and  b.) 3 cm X 1 cm X 1 cm 

Both are over left arm. 

ii. two fresh cut lacerated wound- 

a.) 1 cm X 0.5 cm X 0.5 cm and b.) 1 cm X 0.5 cm X 0.5 cm 

over chest left side.  

  Ext-2 is the medical report; Ext-2(1) is his signature.  

  In his cross P.W-7 has stated that the injuries were caused by sharp 

weapon.  

  The evidence of PW-7 shows that Hamidul sustained injury on left 

arm and chest. Thus the evidence of C.W-1 that he sustained injury on left 

arm is supported by P.W-7. The evidence of P.W-7 also supports the 

evidence of C.W-1 that he was assaulted by sharp weapon.  

  So, the evidence of prosecution witnesses namely the evidence of 

P.W-1, P.W-2, P.W-3, P.W-5 and C.W-1 is supported by PW-7. There found 

no gulf in their evidence.   

29. P.W-8 Lanko Roy is the investigating officer. He investigated the case 

and he filed charge sheet. In his cross P.W-8 stated that he did not collect 

the medical report from Dhubri Civil Hospital where injured Hamidul took 

treatment. So, it is a lapse on the part of P.W-8.   

30. The evidence as projected by the evidence shows injury sustained by 

injured Hamidul Hoque is simple injury caused by sharp weapon which 

attracts section 324 I.P.C. It is also establish that the accused entered the 

house of Hamidul by breaking the door to attract section 457 I.P.C. Now, 

let’s see whether there is sufficient evidence u/s 307 I.P.C.  

  If the accused had intention to assault Hamidul Hoque to death, he 

had the opportunity to do it. But he assaulted on the arms of Hamidul 

Hoque.  
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  In State of M.P -vs- Kashiram & others AIR 2009 SC 1642, it is 

observed by the Hon’ble Apex Court: 

  “10. It is sufficient to justify a conviction under section 307 if there is 

present an intent coupled with some overt act in execution thereof. It is not 

essential that bodily injury capable of causing death should have been 

inflicted. The section makes distinction between the act of the accused and 

its result…….”  

  In this case instant, the evidence available is not sufficient to attract 

section 307 I.P.C.  

31. Considering all aspects, it leads to conclusion that the prosecution 

evidence is sufficient and reliable to prove the offences u/s 457/324 I.P.C 

against the accused beyond all reasonable doubt.   

32. Held, the accused is guilty u/s 457/324 I.P.C.   

33. Held, the accused is not guilty u/s 307 I.P.C.    

34. Now, let us see whether the accused is entitled to benefit u/s 3/4 of 

Probation of Offenders Act or section 360 of Cr.P.C. 

   The offence as perpetrated is of heinous type. Giving such benefit to 

the accused may affect the administration of justice. Taking such view, the 

accused is not given such benefit.   

35.  Heard the accused on the point of sentence u/s 235(2) of Cr.P.C. 

  The accused has submitted that he is to be exonerated as he has got 

family members. He is the sole bread earner of his family.  

36. Considered all aspects.  

  Accordingly, the accused is convicted and sentenced S.I for 6 (six 

months) u/s 324 I.P.C. and also sentenced S.I for 3 (three) months with fine 

Rs. 1500/- (fifteen hundred) in default of fine S.I for 1 (one) month u/s 457 

I.P.C.  

  Both sentences will run concurrently.  

  Set off the previous hazotee period, if any. 

  Let a free copy of Judgment & order be given to the accused. 
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The case is disposed of. 

  Given under my hand and seal by this court on this 26th day of 

August, 2019 at Bilasipara, Dist- Dhubri.       

 

 

 

       (Shri J. Borah) 

                       Addl. Sessions Judge, Bilasipara 

Transcribed & typed by, 
Swmkhwr Brahma, Stenographer Gr. III. 
 

 

APPENDIX 

 

PROSECUTION WITNESSES:- 

P.W-1 Azadul Hoque     

P.W-2 Helena Bewa     

P.W-3 Mansuma Begum @ Tansuma Begum  

P.W-4 Md. Aktar Hussain    

P.W-5 Atowar Rahman     

P.W-6 Azad Hussain     

P.W-7 Dr. Rabial Hoque    

P.W-8 Lanko Roy      

PROSECUTION EXHIBITS:- 

 Ext-1 Ejahar,   

 Ext-2 Injury report, 

 Ext-3 Sketch Map,   

Ext-4 Seizure list & 

 Ext-5 Charge sheet  

DEFENCE WITNESS :- NIL 

DEFENCE EXHIBITS :- NIL 

COURT WITNESS :- C.W-1 Hamidul Hoque  

COURT EXHIBITS :- NIL 

 

 

 (Shri J. Borah) 

Addl. Sessions Judge, Bilasipara 


